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Information     
     

This white paper for SOLOX token is not made as an investment advice but rather designed for 

the purpose of editing and disseminating information to people who will buy this token. This 

white paper is valid as of the date of publication. In the near future and on the roadmap of the 

SOLOX Token project, there may be updates so new versions will be published in this document 

by making changes within the scope of this document. The management of this Token is not 

responsible for missing information and or update issues that may arise and also not responsible 

for damages caused to any of the parties because the latest version of this document has not 

been updated.     

Also, the management of this symbol is neither responsible for the decisions made by the users 

of this symbol in the buying and selling nor it is responsible about any risks in deliberating this 

symbol.     
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1.summary     
       

SOLOX Token      

Token Production was developed based on the Cooperation of UDSE foreign trade sales and      

E-commerce limited Company In accordance with the contract on the Ethereum platform which 

is a crypto asset.      

Crypto assets, distributed ledger technology or digitally created using a similar technology 

distributed over networks, but nominal money, fiat money, electronic money, means of 

payment, securities or other capital market instrument intangible assets that do not qualify as 

means.     

 2.Introduction     
  Digitalization affects various areas of our daily lives, transforming consumer behavior and make 

it increasingly digitalized to the experience of sharing ecosystem in the world. A value 

mechanism is to be created to represent the most important tool for measuring interaction and 

contribution. F Token for this intent was then created.      

Mission of SOLOX Token is connected to users' digital services, on the basis of different 

branches, to digital life that he/she can live in, the facilities he/she owns and it offers 

opportunity to gain invaluable experiences.      

The interaction to be developed in this direction and event scenarios and mutual service of 

private users, to SOLOX Token holders within the facilities specially created areas, meetings with 

wide-ranging service areas, with participation in special days and notables of the community 

they can interact with, UDSE's Opportunities to be a part of the digital world events such as     

   

3.UDSE Company Introduction     
  Universal Digital Services Exchange Project      

 3.1 Introduction about the project     

It is a project about exchanging services through Internet using an intermediary currency 

between users to ensure the implementation of the service      



3.2Project Objective     

1- Facilitate online payment methods     

2- The handling speed easiness leads to the speed of services implementation      

3- Evaluating the services and making a direct exchange between the services that guarantee the 

right of both parties using our digital currency     

      

3.3 Project Description     

The digital currency acts as an intermediary between two parties who wish to provide their 

services to each other. When both parties carry out the task, a value is calculated and evaluated 

for each service provided by both parties.   

 

4.Technical Infrastructure     
4.1 Blockchain Infrastructure     

 SOLOX Token Ethereum blockchain infrastructure with ERC-20 standards is a created fan token. 

ERC-20 crypto assets are created with standards Supporting Ethereum infrastructure and can be 

safely stored online or in any offline crypto-asset wallet.     

4.2 Ethereum     

 The Ethereum blockchain is the most widely used smart contract infrastructure. It is spread over 

a wide base Ethereum, smart contract with developer support indisputably considered among 

the block chains that are much better than many other alternative platforms which provide a 

high degree of decentralization.     

 It is a community owned blockchain widespread thanks to developer support and its extensive 

usage. Each component of the ecosystem takes into account the product and the support of the 

widespread services; this technology also meets many flexible needs and many solutions, 

especially smart contracts technology.      

  It emerged as a result to provide solutions to its leadership despite the scaling problems that 

arise.      



  Many smart contract developers have maintained their indispensable position with its intensive 

developer contributions, roadmap, lived through scaling.      

 It also aims to find solutions to problems and carries out its developments in this regard.  

Collaborative and suitable for working together tools, in the smart contract development 

process offers many suitable tools to developers.      

  Due to all these reasons, for SOLOX Token, Ethereum was chosen as the appropriate 

blockchain.      

  In achieving SOLOX Token goals, significant contributions of tools provided by Ethereum will be. 

Ethereum's own native Ether (ETH) crypto assets exist. ETH; network fee makes payments, store 

value or guarantee in addition to its use for smart contract blockchain, thanks to its structure 

opportunity to take advantage of technology provides     

       

4.3 ERC-20      

ERC is an abbreviation of: “Ethereum Request for Comments. As for the number 20, it is the 

approved number according to the network standards EIP (Ethereum Improvement Proposal); in 

other words, if TheERC-20 standard is accepted by the network, it will come from the EIP. The 

reason for recommending and accepting these standards in the network is in order to link the 

codes to fixed standards so that valid codes are produced easily, at high speed and to produce 

high tokens also to reduce problems as little as possible through the ERC-20 standards. ERC-20 

standard ensures that the Ethereum network faces minimum confusion.     

  4.4 Interaction Channels     

In order to access the benefits of the SOLOX Token,      

It is advisable to use the SOLOX digital communicational platforms through surveys to receive 

proposals.     

     

 
 

 



5.Token Economy     
     

5.1 Quantity of Supply      

The maximum supply of SOLOX Token is 100,000,000,000 Limited to pcs. The entire supply is 

included in circulation production of a new SOLOX Token but after it will not be the case.        

     

5.2 Distribution of Supply      

61.35% of the total supply of SOLOX Tokens 61,350,000,000 pieces with the corresponding part 

SOLOX Token crypto asset to the treasury, 13,630,000,000 which corresponds to 13.63% for 

marketing crypto assets, 10% vs. 10,000,000,000 crypto assets with incoming part is devoted to 

technology.     

Users account for 15% of the total supply of tokens. The resulting portion will be sold by private 

and pre-sale. the remaining treasure tokens are a lock spread over 25 years mechanism, 

marketing and technology tokens with a locking mechanism spread over 4 years will be created.     

5.3 How and How the Supply Will Be in the Market Reserved to the treasury and created over 

the next 25 years The number of tokens is 61,350,000,000. These tokens are issued every year. 

Smart to be created in equal numbers in February coded on the contract. The number of tokens 

allocated to marketing is 13,630,000,000. These tokens are the last tranche in December 2025. It 

will be mint in 48 equal parts to be created. This mechanism is the SOLOX Token smart contract. 

It is designed as an automated process. In proportion to 10% of the maximum supply the 

incoming 10,000,000,000 token is also for marketing their last tokens in December 2025, such as 

It will be created in 48 equal distributions to be created. SOLOX Token smart contract Ethereum 

Token smart the day it went live on its main net 100,000,000,000 tokens will be created in the 

contract     

       

5.4 Burning Plan     

Token burning is the recovery of a portion of a token by sending it to an irrevocable address as 

withdrawal from circulation is defined. Once it is removed from crypto assets ‘circulation it can 

never be brought back. The reuse of these crypto assets’ inhibition, completely out of circulation 

is called "eater address" since it can be removed. Private crypto asset addresses are available. 



When it comes to these addresses whose keys are unknown, the assets are unreachable to 

retrieve. Token burnings of smart contracts has a functional contribution.      

So, to burn transactions, it can only be done with crypto assets. Money promises that a similar 

transaction can be made in the is not the subject. to be decided by UDSE company as a result of 

token burning; SOLOX Token the number can be as low as 100 million. Burning plan of the 

SOLOX Token crypto asset as follows:     

   

1- SOLOX Swapping platform initial launch 500M    

2- After 2 months from the launch burn 100 tokens to every user in SOLOX Swapping 

3- Burning 100 token to every swap transaction on SOLOX Swapping 

4- When the token reach 10000 holder 100M token   

5- New year 2023 100M token     

   

6.Usage Cases /Users     
SOLOX Token holders can benefit from the following listed below advantages; These advantages 

are in constant change. However, subsequently, the administration of this symbol will do its best 

to satisfy the holders of this symbol with various and diverse benefits     

The following are the most important advantages of SOLOX token holders:      

1- Get the best services through the offers spread through the prevalent platforms.     

2- Participation in exhibitions and conferences is free of charge     

3-Get a bonus coupon for the most users of the code     

4- Hiring freelance work through the symbol’s platform     

And many Other features which will be mentioned later     

  SOLOX Token holders can benefit from the following listed below advantages     

Aforementioned SOLOX Token of all benefits to their owners, always or simultaneously 

submission is not required,      



SOLOX Token from options Identifying benefits for owners the right is fully owned by UDSE 

company.      

SOLOX Below are the benefits token holders will enjoy:      

provided that it is among the options listed may change from time to time.      

UDSE company any without a commitment, identified, but not limited to, benefits Required to 

offer SOLOX Token holders will make every effort.      

by UDSE company the value of the benefits to be provided is economically will not be evaluated, 

UDSE company's economic any commitment to benefit not available.    


